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Sun, Oct 30, 2016 at 12:05 PM

Hi Robert:
Nice to hear from you, and thank you for introducing yourself and sharing your experiences.
I will copy this reply to our technical committee, for their information.
Damien Lehmann from France has done all of the work to date in writing the open source calculator. He is busy right now building his own house and getting outside work
finished before the winter, but perhaps will have some time to respond later this winter.
We have not discussed it with Damien yet, but would likely bring him to our MHA meeting this April to help us with our testing, if he is available.
We are currently planning on testing this winter here at the MHA lab at my shop near Ottawa Canada, and in France at Damien's, to get verification data for the calculator.
I would invite tech committee members to contact you directly, if they are interested in helping to plan or attend an international meeting and/or workshop in Poland. I will
also post your note in MHA News.
Best Regards ................... Norbert
On Sun, Oct 30, 2016 at 11:48 AM, Robert Błaszczyk <premakultura@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Norbert, and all Members of Masonry Heater Association of North America.
My name is Robert Blaszczyk and i am very young masonry heateer builder from Poland. Young but very fired up on scientific part, and learning quickly too:)
First i wanted to thank you very much for inspiration you gave me. The educational work you do is awesome. I learned from you so much, by looking at pictures of various
builds, tests results, and all of those great experiments on your annual events. Marcuss Flynn, Alex Chernov, Norbert Senf, Boris Kukojl, oh you and others from MHA
where my first "virtual" Masters. Thank you for that very much. The spirit of sharing and coorporation in beetwen you was so infective for me, that i was dreaming about
having such an organization here in Poland...
And finnaly after 4 years it happend:) At least from formal point of view:) I could gathered almost 20 experienced stove builders from Poland, and i formed a Polish
masonry Heater Association... And now guys it is becoming serious:) I am young and i need help....
I would like to start a coorporation beetwen experienced organization, since there is a lot of things to do on formal side of a masonry trade. Like all of those norms, an d
regulations that are coming from Austria... In Poland in few Cities they want to bann the Masonry Heaters att all !!!
We have here quite good knowledge, access to the technicians and equipment for testing, and we are working also on coorporation with Polish Academy of Science for
testing some stoves based on a bell system.
I am very interested also about the open source version of a calculation program tha Norbert mentioned you are working on. If we could coorporate somehow on
development of this togetherr it would be great...
There is so many topics i would like to talk about:)
One idea i consider is to organize an International Masonry Heater Builders meetings in Poland.... We could exchange a lot on theoretical side as well as make a practical
workshops. What do you think about that, and who would be willing to come from your side to Poland?
Currently i am in contact with Jessica Steinhauser, and we are planning to organize here in PL a workshops with her...
So to sum it all up.
Thank you again for your inspiration,
and let me know if we could arrange something interesting together.
With signs of respect.
Robert Błaszczyk
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